IP1
A Geometric Perspective on Machine Learning and Data Mining

Increasingly, we face machine learning problems in very high dimensional spaces. We proceed with the intuition that although natural data lives in very high dimensions, they have relatively few degrees of freedom. One way to formalize this intuition is to model the data as lying on or near a low dimensional manifold embedded in the high dimensional space. This point of view leads to a new class of algorithms that are “manifold motivated” and a new set of theoretical questions that surround their analysis. A central construction in these algorithms is a graph or simplicial complex that is data-derived and we will relate the geometry of these to the geometry of the underlying manifold. Applications to embedding, clustering, classification, and semi-supervised learning will be considered.
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IP2
Automated Learning and Data Visualization

Automated numeric methods of data mining, statistics, and machine learning adapt themselves to systematic patterns in data to carry out predictive tasks, or to describe the patterns in a way that provides fundamental understanding. Data visualization is critical in all phases of the analysis of data, from the moment of arrival when data checking and cleaning are needed, to the final presentation of results. Visualization allows us to learn which patterns occur out of an immensely broad collection of possible patterns; it is difficult to select and carry out, a priori, automated learning methods to cover nearly as broad a collection of possibilities. It is widely accepted that an effective knowledge of patterns is necessary for fundamental understanding. But the knowledge can be of immense benefit for predictive tasks as well because it gives us valuable information about which automated numeric methods will likely produce best performance. Selecting best automated methods by trying a number of them in a training-test framework runs the risk of simply finding the best among a collection of poor performers. So visualization supports the automated methods. But the reverse is true, too. It is difficult to make progress just displaying raw data without the benefit of automated methods that provide fits to patterns, which are then displayed, and provide displays of remaining variation in the data after adjusting for the fits. Automation and visualization are symbiotic. Today, an immense challenge to data visualization, as it is to all technical areas of data analysis, is the rapid expansion in the size and complexity of datasets. This should not deter our commitment to an understanding of patterns in data, but does require new frameworks for how we approach data visualization. One such framework is visualization databases; for a single complex dataset, it consists of a large number of displays, many of which consist of many pages. The displays become a new database that is queried and studied on an as-needed basis. Production, management, and viewing a visualization database need many new ideas. For example, methods are needed for view selection to populate the database when the number of views can be millions or more. Examples are statistical sampling methods that find a representative collection of views, and automation algorithms that find interesting views by searching for certain patterns.
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IP3
Semantics on the Web: How Do We Get There?

It is becoming increasingly clear that the next generation of web search and advertising will rely on a deeper understanding of user intent and task modeling, and a correspondingly richer interpretation of content on the web. How we get there, in particular, how we understand web content in richer terms than bags of words and links, is a wide open and fascinating question. I will discuss some of the options here, and look closely at the role that information extraction can play.
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IP4
Applied Nonparametric Bayes

Computer Science has historically been strong on data structures and weak on inference from data, whereas Statistics has historically been weak on data structures and strong on inference from data. One way to draw on the strengths of both disciplines is to develop “inferential methods for data structures”; i.e., methods that are based on probability distributions on recursively-defined objects such as trees, graphs, grammars and function calls. This is accommodated in the world of “nonparametric Bayes,” where prior and posterior distributions are allowed to be general stochastic processes. In this talk I discuss a variety of applied problems that are naturally tackled from this point of view. I will discuss nonparametric Bayesian solutions to problems in natural language parsing, computational vision, information retrieval, statistical genetics and protein structural modeling.
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CP1
GAD: General Activity Detection for Fast Clustering on Large Data

Abstract not available at time of publication.
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CP1
Hybrid Clustering of Text Mining and Bibliometrics Applied to Journal Sets

A new hybrid clustering framework of integrating text mining and bibliometrics is proposed. We propose a novel adaptive kernel K-means clustering algorithm to combine textual content an citation information for clustering.
Based on several validation indices, the experimental results on a clustering problem of 1869 journals published in 2002-2006, demonstrate that our hybrid clustering strategy is able to provide clustering result as well as the best individual data source.
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CP1  
Constraint-Based Subspace Clustering

Since the performance of traditional clustering algorithms decreases in high-dimensional data, subspace clustering techniques, which compute clusters in subsets of dimensions, have been developed. Nevertheless, due to the huge number of subspaces to consider, they often lack efficiency. In this paper we integrate background knowledge and, in particular, instance-level constraints to subspace clustering techniques and show experimentally that this increases not only the efficiency of the techniques but also the accuracy of the resultant clustering.
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CP1  
Core: Nonparametric Clustering of Large Numeric Datasets

We propose CORE, a new nonparametric clustering technique that explicitly computes local maxima of the density and represents them with cores. CORE proposes an adaptive grid and gradients to define and compute cores of clusters. The incrementally constructed adaptive grid and gradients make the identification of cores robust, scalable, and independent of density fluctuations. The experimental studies show that CORE without any model parameters produces better quality clustering than related techniques and is efficient for large datasets.
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CP1  
Integrated KL (K-Means - Laplacian) Clustering: A New Clustering Approach by Combining Attribute Data and Pairwise Relations

Most datasets in real applications come in from multiple sources. As a result, we often have attributes information about data objects and various pairwise relations (similarity) between data objects. Traditional clustering algorithms use either data attributes only or pairwise similarity only. We propose to combine K-means clustering on data attributes and normalized cut spectral clustering on pairwise relations. We show that these two methods can be coherently integrated together to make use of different data sources to obtain good clustering results. We also show that our integrated KL (K-means - Laplacian) clustering method can be naturally extended to semi-supervised clustering, data embedding and metric learning. Finally the experimental results on benchmark data sets are presented to show the effectiveness of our method.
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CP2  
Proximity-Based Anomaly Detection Using Sparse Structure Learning

We proposed a new anomaly detection framework for correlation anomalies in highly noisy multivariate data. We show that fitting a sparse graphical model to the data is extremely useful to capture meaningful correlation changes. We then define the correlation anomaly scores by evaluating the distances between the fitted conditional distributions. Using real-world data, we demonstrate that our matrix-based sparse structure learning approach successfully detects correlation anomalies under collinearities and heavy noise.
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**FuncICA for Time Series Pattern Discovery**

FuncICA is a new independent component analysis method for pattern discovery in functional data like time series. FuncICA is an analog to functional PCA: instead of extracting components to minimize $L_2$ loss, we maximize independence of optimally-smoothed components over functional observations. Results for synthetic, gene expression, and electroencephalographic event-related potential data show FuncICA recovers scientific phenomena and improves classification accuracy. We conclude with a novel framework for fMRI data analysis using FuncICA.
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CP2

**Event Discovery in Time Series**

The discovery of events in time series can have important implications, such as identifying microlensing events in astronomical surveys. In this work, we develop probability models for calculating the significance of an arbitrary-sized sliding window and use these probabilities to find areas of significance. We apply our method to over 100,000 astronomical time series from the MACHO survey. In addition to successfully identifying known events, we were able to identify events that do not pass traditional event discovery procedures.
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CP2

**Optimal Distance Bounds on Time-Series Data**

We present new mechanisms for very fast search operations over the compressed time-series data, with specific focus on weblog data. An important contribution of this work is the derivation of optimally tight bounds on the Euclidean distance estimation between compressed sequences. Since our methodology is applicable to sequential data in general, the proposed technique is of independent interest. Additionally, our distance estimation strategy is not tied to a specific compression methodology, but can be applied on top of any orthonormal based compression technique (Fourier, Wavelet, PCA, etc). The experimental results indicate that the new optimal bounds lead to a significant improvement in the pruning power of search compared to previous state-of-the-art, in many cases eliminating more than 80% of the candidate search sequences.
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CP2

**Autocannibalistic and Anyspace Indexing Algorithms with Applications to Sensor Data Mining**

Efficient indexing is at the heart of many data mining algorithms. A simple and extremely effective algorithm for indexing under any metric space was introduced in 1991 by Orchard. Orchard’s algorithm has not received much attention in the data mining and database community because of a fatal flaw; it requires quadratic space. In this work we show that we can produce a reduced version of Orchard’s algorithm that requires much less space, but produces nearly identical speedup. We achieve this by casting the algorithm in an anyspace framework, allowing deployed applications to take as much of an index as their main memory/sensor can afford.
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CP3

**Prior-Free Rare Category Detection**

Rare category detection is an open challenge in machine learning. In this paper, we propose a new method for rare category detection named SEDER, which requires no prior information about the data set. It implicitly performs semiparametric density estimation using specially designed exponentially families, and then picks the examples for labeling where the neighborhood density changes the most. Experimental results on both synthetic and real data sets demonstrate the superiority of SEDER.
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Learning Random-Walk Kernels for Protein Remote Homology Identification and Motif Discovery

It is very difficult to choose the optimal number of random steps in random-walk kernels. In this paper, we will discuss how to better identify protein remote homology than any other algorithm using a learned random-walk kernel based on a positive linear combination of random-walk kernels with different random steps, which leads to a convex combination of kernels. The resulting kernel has much better prediction performance than the state-of-the-art profile kernel for protein remote homology identification. Moreover, our approach based on learned random-walk kernels can effectively identify meaningful protein sequence motifs that are responsible for discriminating the memberships of protein sequences’ remote homology in SCOP.

Application of Bayesian Partition Models in Warranty Data Analysis

Warranty data analysis helps automotive engineers in their task of resolving manufacturing or design related quality issues. In this contribution we outline how Bayesian partition models can be integrated with interactive decision trees to support root cause investigations. Our approach considers taxonomies and identifies the most likely, semantically meaningful partitions that are close to the concept actually caused a quality issue. Real-world case studies illustrate how the approach is applied in practice.

A Family of Large Margin Linear Classifiers and Its Application in Dynamic Environments

We combine regularization mechanisms with online large margin learning algorithms to learn robust classifiers in nonstationary environments. We prove bounds on their error and show that removing features with small weights has little influence on the accuracy, suggesting that these methods exhibit feature selection ability. We show that such regularized learning algorithms automatically decrease the influence of the old training instances and focus on the more recent ones.
the distinguishing sets. The efficient computational performance of MIDS is exhibited in a performance test on real world and benchmark data sets. The utility of distinguishing sets is also demonstrated with experiments on synthetic and real data.
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CP4
A Framework for Exploring Categorical Data

In this paper, we present a framework for categorical data analysis which allows such data sets to be explored using a rich set of techniques that are only applicable to continuous data sets. We introduce the concept of separability statistics in the context of exploratory categorical data analysis. We show how these statistics can be used as a way to map categorical data to continuous space given a labeled reference data set. This mapping enables visualization of categorical data using techniques that are applicable to continuous data. We show that in the transformed continuous space, the performance of the standard k-nn based outlier detection technique is comparable to the performance of the k-nn based outlier detection technique using the best of the similarity measures designed for categorical data. The proposed framework can also be used to devise similarity measures best suited for a particular type of data set.
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CP4
DensEst: Density Estimation for Data Mining in High Dimensional Spaces

Subspace clustering and frequent itemset mining algorithms do not scale to large high dimensional databases as the search space gets enormous. Efficiency improvements can be achieved by estimates of object counts in selective subspace regions. In this work, we propose DensEst, an efficient density estimator. By incorporating correlations between dimensions DensEst achieves highly accurate estimations. We integrated DensEst into subspace clustering and frequent itemset mining algorithms and show both, their improved efficiency and accuracy.
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CP4
Bayesian Cluster Ensembles

Cluster ensembles provide a framework for combining multiple base clusterings of a dataset to generate a stable and robust consensus clustering. There are important variants of the basic cluster ensemble problem, notably including cluster ensembles with missing values, as well as row-distributed or column-distributed cluster ensembles. Existing cluster ensemble algorithms are applicable only to a small subset of these variants. In this paper, we propose Bayesian Cluster Ensembles (BCE), which is a mixed-membership model for learning cluster ensembles, and is applicable to all the primary variants of the problem. We propose two methods, respectively based on variational approximation and Gibbs sampling, for learning a Bayesian cluster ensemble. We compare BCE extensively with several other cluster ensemble algorithms, and demonstrate that BCE is not only versatile in terms of its applicability, but also outperforms the other algorithms in terms of stability and accuracy.
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CP4
Agglomerative Mean-Shift Clustering Via Query Set Compression

Mean-Shift (MS) is a powerful non-parametric clustering method. Although good accuracy can be achieved, its computational cost is particularly expensive even on moderate data sets. In this paper, for the purpose of algorithm speedup, we develop an agglomerative MS clustering method called Agglo-MS, along with its mode-seeking ability and convergence property analysis. Our method is built upon an iterative query set compression mechanism which is motivated by the quadratic bounding optimization nature of MS. The whole framework can be efficiently implemented in linear running time complexity. Furthermore, we show that the pairwise constraint information can be naturally integrated into our framework to derive a semi-supervised non-parametric clustering method. Extensive experiments on toy and real-world data sets validate the speedup advantage and numerical accuracy of our method, as well as the superiority of its semi-supervised version.
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CP5
Scalable Distributed Change Detection from Astronomy Data Streams Using Local, Asynchronous
Eigen Monitoring Algorithms

This paper considers the problem of change detection using distributed eigen monitoring algorithms for astronomy data pipelines. Change point detection in such datasets may provide useful insights to unique astronomical phenomenon. However, this is a challenging problem for such high-throughput distributed data streams. In this paper we propose a highly scalable and distributed asynchronous algorithm for monitoring the eigenstates of such data streams. Experiments performed on SDSS catalogue data show the effectiveness of the algorithm.
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CP5
Adaptive Concept Drift Detection

An established method to detect concept drift in data streams is to perform statistical hypothesis testing on the multivariate data in the stream. Statistical decision theory offers rank-based statistics for this task. However, these statistics depend on a fixed set of characteristics of the underlying distribution. Thus, they work well whenever the change in the underlying distribution affects these properties measured by the statistic, but they perform not very well, if the drift influences the characteristics caught by the test statistic only to a small degree. To address this problem, we present three novel drift detection tests, whose test statistics are dynamically adapted to match the actual data at hand. The first one is based on a rank statistic on density estimates for a binary representation of the data, the second compares average margins of a linear classifier induced by the 1-norm support vector machine (SVM), and the last one is based on the average zero-one or sigmoid error rate of an SVM classifier. Experiments show that the margin- and error-based tests outperform the multivariate Wald-Wolfowitz test.
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CP5
Positive Unlabeled Learning for Data Stream Classification

This paper studies how to devise PU learning techniques for the data stream environment. Unlike existing data stream classification methods that assume both positive and negative training data are available for learning, we propose a novel PU learning technique LELC (PU Learning by Extracting Likely positive and negative micro-Clusters) for document classification. LELC only requires a small set of positive examples and a set of unlabeled examples which is easily obtainable in the data stream environment to build accurate classifiers.
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CP5
Time-Decayed Correlated Aggregates over Data Streams

Data stream analysis frequently relies on identifying correlations and posing conditional queries on the data after it has been seen. Correlated aggregates form an important example of such queries. Since recent events are typically more important, time decay is used to downweight old values. In this talk, we present space-efficient algorithms as well as space lower bounds for the time-decayed correlated sum, a problem at the heart of many related aggregations.
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CP5
Multi-Modal Hierarchical Dirichlet Process Model for Predicting Image Annotation and Image-Object Label Correspondence

We address the problem of predicting image captions and labels for individual objects in the image using a multi-modal hierarchical Dirichlet Process model (MoM-HDP). The model groups related words and image features using...
hidden mixture components and using a stochastic process for generating the mixture components, thus allowing to circumvent the need for a priori choice of the number of mixture components or the computational expense of model selection. The model parameters are estimated efficiently using variational inference. It is then evaluated for image annotation task and object recognition task on 2 large scale real world image datasets.
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CP6
Hierarchical Linear Discriminant Analysis for Beamforming

We demonstrate the applicability of the recently proposed hierarchical linear discriminant analysis (h-LDA) to beamforming. h-LDA tackles the unimodal limitation of LDA by variance decomposition in subcluster level. We present an efficient h-LDA algorithm using Cholesky decomposition and generalized singular value decomposition for oversampled data, and analyze its data model. Our experiments for beamforming simulation show that h-LDA outperforms LDA, kernel discriminant analysis, the regularized least squares and the kernelized support vector regression.
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CP6
Toward Optimal Ordering of Prediction Tasks

We study the problem of ordering a series of interdependent prediction tasks that must be accomplished sequentially through user interaction. We propose an approximate formulation in terms of pairwise task order preferences, reducing it to the well-known Linear Ordering Problem. Our experiments on two practical applications show encouraging improvements in predictive performance, as compared to approaches that do not take task dependencies into account.
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CP6
Amori: A Metric-Based One Rule Inducer

The objectives of data mining applications vary extensively. We have implemented a supervised concept learner called A Metric-based One Rule Inducer (AMORI), for which it is possible to select the learning/objective metric based on the problem at hand. We have compared the performance of this algorithm on 19 UCI data sets by embedding three different learning metrics. Experiments show that a performance gain is achieved when using identical metrics for learning and evaluation.
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CP6
The Metric Dilemma: Competence-Conscious Associative Classification

The classification performance of an associative classifier is strongly dependent on the statistic measure or metric that is used to quantify the strength of the association between features and classes (i.e., confidence, correlation etc.). Previous studies have shown that classifiers produced by different metrics may provide conflicting predictions, and that the best metric to use is data-dependent and rarely known while designing the classifier. This uncertainty concerning the optimal match between metrics and problems is a dilemma, and prevents associative classifiers to achieve their maximal performance. This dilemma is the focus of this paper.
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CP6
Twin Vector Machines for Online Learning on a Budget

This paper proposes Twin Vector Machine (TVM), a constant space and sublinear time Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm for online learning. TVM achieves its favorable scaling by maintaining only a fixed number of examples, called the twin vectors, and their associated information in memory during training. In addition, TVM guarantees that Kuhn-Tucker conditions are satisfied on all twin vectors at any time. To maximize the accuracy of TVM, twin vectors are adjusted during the training phase in order to approximate the data distribution near the decision boundary. Given a new training example, TVM is updated in three steps. First, the new example is added as a new twin vector if it is near the decision boundary,
If this happens, two twin vectors are selected and merged into a single twin vector to maintain the budget. Finally, TVM is updated by incremental and decremental learning to account for the change in twin vectors. Several methods for twin vector merging were proposed and experimentally evaluated. TVMs were thoroughly tested on 12 large data sets. In most cases, the accuracy of low-budget TVMs was comparable to the state of the art resource-unconstrained SVMs. Additionally, the TVM accuracy was substantially larger than that of SVM trained on a random sample of the same size. Even larger difference in accuracy was observed when comparing to Forgetron, a popular kernel perceptron algorithm on a budget. The results illustrate that highly accurate online SVMs could be trained from large data streams using devices with severely limited memory budgets.
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CP7
Identifying Unsafe Routes for Network-Based Trajectory Privacy

We propose a privacy model that offers trajectory privacy to the requesters of LBSs. Our model assumes movement on a road network as well as attackers who have knowledge of the users' movement statistics. The privacy model has been implemented as a framework that automatically identifies routes where user privacy is at risk. Then, it anonymizes user requests based on the location of the requester (w.r.t. his/her unsafe routes) from the time of request until the service provision.
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CP7
Privacy Preservation in Social Networks with Sensitive Edge Weights

In addition to the current social network anonymity de-identification techniques, in this paper we consider perturbing the weights of some edges to preserve data privacy when the network is published, while retaining the shortest path and the approximate cost of the path between some pairs of nodes in the original network. We develop two privacy-preserving strategies for this application, the Gaussian randomization multiplication and the greedy perturbation.
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CP7
A Bayesian Approach Toward Finding Communities and Their Evolutions in Dynamic Social Networks

In this paper, we propose a dynamic stochastic block model for finding communities and their evolutions in a dynamic social network. In this study, we employ a Bayesian treatment for parameter estimation that computes the posterior distributions for all the unknown parameters. Extensive experimental studies based on both synthetic data and real-life data demonstrate that our model achieves higher accuracy and reveals more insights in the data than several state-of-the-art algorithms.
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CP7
Graph Generation with Prescribed Feature Constraints

In this paper, we study the problem of how to generate synthetic graphs matching various properties of a real social network with two applications, privacy preserving social network publishing and significance testing of network analysis results. We investigate potential disclosures of sensitive links due to the preserved features. Our algorithms on graph generation are based on the Metropolis-Hastings sampling.
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CP7
Detecting Communities in Social Networks Using Max-Min Modularity

Many datasets can be described in the form of graphs or networks where nodes in the graph represent entities and edges represent relationships between pairs of entities. A common property of these networks is their community structure, considered as clusters of densely connected groups of vertices, with only sparser connections between groups. The identification of such communities relies on some notion of clustering or density measure. which defines the communities that can be found. However, previous community detection methods usually apply the same structural measure on all kinds of networks, despite their distinct dissimilar features. In this paper, we present a new community mining measure, Max-Min Modularity, which considers both connected pairs and criteria defined by do-
main experts in finding communities, and then specify a hierarchical clustering algorithm to detect communities in networks. When applied to real world networks for which the community structures are already known, our method shows improvement over previous algorithms. In addition, when applied to randomly generated networks for which we only have approximate information about communities, it gives promising results which shows the algorithm’s robustness against noise.
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CP8
Efficient Discovery of Interesting Patterns Based on Strong Closedness

Regarding all patterns above a certain frequency threshold as interesting is one way of defining interestingness in frequent pattern mining. We argue that in many applications, a different notion of interestingness is required in order to be able to capture “long”, and thus particularly informative, patterns that are correspondingly of low frequency. To identify such patterns, we propose a new measure of interestingness that is based on their degree of closedness.
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CP8
Efficient Computation of Partial-Support for Mining Interesting Itemsets

Mining interesting itemsets is a popular topic in the data mining community. The objective of this problem is to mine all interesting itemsets, with respect to a given interestingness measure. While considerable efforts have being spent on justifying the various interestingness measures, the algorithms that mine them are not quite well-studied, except in the case support, which has resulted in the famous frequent itemset mining (FIM) problem. In this paper, we show that a certain class of interesting itemsets can be represented by functions of their partial support. This class includes some definitions of fault-tolerant itemsets, estimated support of itemsets in noisy data, and bond of itemsets. As the name implies, partial support of an itemset is the number of transactions containing some part of the given itemset. This paper addresses the problem of efficiently calculating partial supports, which leads to efficient algorithms for mining interesting itemsets in that class. We show that there exists a recurrence relation between partial supports. Hence, we can calculate the partial supports of itemset by simply extending any FIM algorithm (even the implementation). This allows us to benefit from innovations and optimizations in FIM algorithms. Theoretical analysis shows that our approaches retain the running time complexity of the base FIM algorithms for only a small cost in space. Extensive experiments on several real-world datasets also demonstrate that algorithms based on our approach are significantly faster than previously proposed techniques for corresponding definitions.
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CP8
Top-K Correlative Graph Mining

We study the problem of mining top-k correlative subgraphs from a graph database, which share similar occurrence distributions with a given query graph. We propose an efficient algorithm, TopCor, which effectively directs the search to highly correlative candidates by three key techniques: an effective correlation checking mechanism, a powerful pruning criteria, and a set of rules for candidate exploration. Experiments show that TopCor is significantly faster than CGSearch, the state-of-the-art threshold-based correlative graph mining algorithm.
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CP8
Grammar Mining

We introduce the problem of grammar mining, where patterns are context-free grammars, as a generalization of a large number of common pattern mining tasks, such as tree, sequence and itemset mining. The proposed system offers data miners the possibility to specify and explore pattern domains declaratively, in a way which is very similar to the declarative specification of regular expressions in popular scripting languages.
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CP8
High Performance Parallel/Distributed Biclustering Using Barycenter Heuristic

Biclustering refers to simultaneous clustering of objects and their features. It has been shown that Bipartite Spectral Partitioning can be reformulated as a graph drawing problem where objective is to minimize Hall’s energy of the bipartite graph representation of the input data. We provide an embarrassingly parallel algorithm for biclustering, based on parallel energy minimization using barycenter heuristic. Experimental evaluation shows large super-linear speedups, scalability and high level of accuracy.
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CP9  
Polynomial-Delay and Polynomial-Space Algorithms for Mining Closed Sequences, Graphs, and Pictures in Accessible Set Systems

This paper studies efficient closed pattern mining from semi-structured data. By modeling semi-structured data with a framework of set systems, we present an efficient depth-first algorithm that finds all closed patterns in accessible set systems without duplicates in polynomial-delay and polynomial-space w.r.t. the total input size. We also apply this result to efficient closed pattern mining for classes of semi-structured patterns including rigid sequence motifs, itemset sequences, relational graphs, 2-D convex hulls, and 2-D picture patterns.
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CP9  
Link Propagation: A Fast Semi-Supervised Learning Algorithm for Link Prediction

We propose Link Propagation as a new semi-supervised learning method for link prediction problems, where the task is to predict unknown parts of the network structure by using auxiliary information such as node similarities. Since the proposed method can fill in missing parts of tensors, it is applicable to multi-relational domains, allowing us to handle multiple types of links simultaneously. We also give a novel efficient algorithm for Link Propagation based on an accelerated conjugate gradient method.
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CP9  
MultiVis: Content-Based Social Network Exploration Through Multi-Way Visual Analysis

With the explosion of social media, scalability becomes a key challenge. There are two main aspects of the problems that arise: 1) data volume: how to manage and analyze huge datasets to efficiently extract patterns, 2) data understanding: how to facilitate understanding of the patterns by users? To address both aspects of the scalabil-
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CP9  
MultiVis: Content-Based Social Network Exploration Through Multi-Way Visual Analysis

With the explosion of social media, scalability becomes a key challenge. There are two main aspects of the problems that arise: 1) data volume: how to manage and analyze huge datasets to efficiently extract patterns, 2) data understanding: how to facilitate understanding of the patterns by users? To address both aspects of the scalabil-
Understanding Importance of Collaborations in Co-Authorship Networks: A Supportiveness Analysis Approach

In co-authorship networks, the fact two authors co-author one paper can be regarded as one author supports the other’s scientific work. Such characteristics can be measured by supportiveness, a novel and interesting measure on co-authorship relation. In our work, several efficient algorithms are developed to compute the top-n most supportive authors and most supportive groups. The empirical study conducted on DBLP data set indicates the supportiveness measures are interesting, and methods are effective and efficient.

Multi-Topic Based Query-Oriented Summarization

In this paper, we study a new setup of the problem of multi-topic based query-oriented summarization. We propose using a probabilistic approach to solve this problem. More specifically, we propose two strategies to incorporate the query information into a probabilistic model. Experimental results on two different genres of data show that our proposed approach can effectively extract a multi-topic summary from a document collection and the summarization performance is better than baseline methods.

Straightforward Feature Selection for Scalable Latent Semantic Indexing

Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) has been validated to be effective on many small scale text collections. However, little evidence has shown its effectiveness on unsampled large scale text corpus due to its high computational complexity. In this paper, we propose a straightforward feature selection strategy, which is named as Feature Selection for Latent Semantic Indexing (FSLSI), as a preprocessing step such that LSI can be efficiently approximated on large scale text collections.
As the amount of textual information grows explosively in various kinds of business systems, it becomes more and more desirable to analyze both structured data records and unstructured text data simultaneously. While OLAP techniques have been proven very useful for analyzing and mining structured data, they face challenges in handling text data. On the other hand, probabilistic topic models are among the most effective approaches to latent topic analysis and mining on text data. In this lecture, we will describe a new data model called topic cube which combines OLAP with probabilistic topic modeling and enables OLAP on the dimension of text data in a multidimensional text database.
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The dual formulation of the support vector machine (SVM) objective function is an instance of a nonnegative quadratic programming problem. We reformulate the SVM objective function as a matrix factorization problem which establishes a connection with the regularized nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) problem. This allows us to derive a novel multiplicative algorithm for solving hard and soft margin SVM. The algorithm follows as a natural extension of the updates for NMF and semi-NMF. No additional parameter setting, such as choosing learning rate, is required. Exploiting the connection between SVM and NMF formulation, we show how NMF algorithms can be applied to the SVM problem. Multiplicative updates that we derive for SVM problem also represent novel updates for semi-NMF. Further this unified view yields algorithmic insights in both directions: we demonstrate that the Kernel Adatron algorithm for solving SVMs can be adapted to NMF problems. Experiments demonstrate rapid convergence to good classifiers. We analyze the rates of asymptotic convergence of the updates and establish tight bounds. We test them on several datasets using various kernels and report equivalent classification performance to that of a standard SVM.
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CP11
Finding Links and Initiators: a Graph-Reconstruction Problem

Consider a 0–1 observation matrix $M$, where rows correspond to entities and columns correspond to signals; a value of 1 (or 0) in cell $(i, j)$ of $M$ indicates that signal $j$ has been observed (or not observed) in entity $i$. Given such a matrix we study the problem of inferring the underlying directed links between entities (rows) and finding which entries in the matrix are initiators. We formally define this problem and propose an MCMC framework for estimating the links and the initiators given the matrix of observations $M$. We also show how this framework can be extended to incorporate a temporal aspect; instead of considering a single observation matrix $M$ we consider a sequence of observation matrices $M_1, \ldots, M_T$ over time. We show the connection between our problem and several problems studied in the field of social-network analysis. We apply our method to paleontological and ecological data and show that our algorithms work well in practice and give reasonable results.
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PP0
On Segment-Based Stream Modeling and Its Applications

The primary constraint in the effective mining of data streams is the large volume of data which must be processed in real time. In many cases, it is desirable to store a summary of the data stream segments in order to perform data mining tasks. Since density estimation provides a comprehensive overview of the probabilistic data distribution of a stream segment, it is a natural choice for this purpose. A direct use of density distributions can however turn out to be an inefficient storage and processing mechanism in practice. In this paper, we introduce the concept of cluster histograms, which provides an efficient way to estimate and summarize the most important data distribution profiles over different stream segments. These profiles can be constructed in a supervised or unsupervised way depending upon the nature of the underlying application. The profiles can also be used for change detection, anomaly detection, segmental nearest neighbor search, or supervised stream segment classification. The flexibility of the tasks which can be performed from the cluster histogram framework follows from its generality in storing the historical density profile of the data stream. As a result, this method provides a holistic framework for density based mining of data streams. We discuss and test the application of the cluster histogram framework to a variety of interesting data mining applications such as speaker recognition and intrusion detection.
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PP0
Structure and Dynamics of Research Collaboration in Computer Science

We use the DBLP bibliographic database of Computer Science publications in top tier conferences to construct collaboration networks and examine the properties of these networks. We perform community structure analysis, examine various forms of centralization, and use PCA on the various areas of computer science research to compare and contrast their collaboration patterns. Our analysis examines the entire network, separate networks based on research area, and looks at how they have changed over time.
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PP0
On the Comparison of Relative Clustering Validity Criteria

The present paper presents an alternative methodology for comparing clustering validity criteria and uses it to make an extensive comparison of the performances of 4 well-known validity criteria and 20 variants of them over a col-
lection of 142,560 partitions of 324 different data sets of a given class of interest.
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PP0
Context Aware Trace Clustering: Towards Improving Process Mining Results

Process Mining refers to the extraction of process models from event logs. Real-life processes tend to be less structured and more flexible. Traditional process mining algorithms have problems dealing with such unstructured processes and generate spaghetti-like process models that are hard to comprehend. An approach to overcome this is to cluster process instances such that each of the resulting clusters correspond to a coherent set of process instances that can be adequately represented by a process model. In this paper, we propose a context aware approach to trace clustering based on generic edit distance. It is well known that the generic edit distance framework is highly sensitive to the costs of edit operations. We define an automated approach to derive the costs of edit operations. The method proposed in this paper outperforms contemporary approaches to trace clustering in process mining. We evaluate the goodness of the formed clusters using established fitness and comprehensibility metrics defined in the context of process mining. The proposed approach is able to generate clusters such that the process models mined from the clustered traces show a high degree of fitness and comprehensibility when compared to contemporary approaches.
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PP0
A Semi-Supervised Framework for Feature Mapping and Multiclass Classification

We propose a semi-supervised framework incorporating feature mapping with multiclass classification. By learning multiple classification tasks simultaneously, this framework can learn the latent feature space effectively for both labeled and unlabeled data. The knowledge in the transformed space can be transferred not only between the labeled and unlabeled data, but also across multiple classes, so as to improve the classification performance given a small amount of labeled data. We show that this problem is equivalent to a sequential convex optimization problem by applying constraint concave-convex procedure (CCCP). Efficient algorithm with theoretical guarantee is proposed and computational issue is investigated. Extensive experiments have been conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed framework.
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PP0
Divide and Conquer Strategies for Effective Information Retrieval

Latent Semantic Indexing, a well-known technique for information retrieval, requires the computation of a partial SVD of the term-document matrix. This computation becomes infeasible for large document collections, since it is very demanding both in time and memory. We discuss two divide and conquer strategies, with the goal of alleviating these difficulties. An additional benefit is that the computation can be easily adapted to a parallel computing environment. Experimental results confirm that the proposed strategies are effective.
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PP0
A Bayesian Approach to Graph Regression with Relevant Subgraph Selection

This paper introduces a Bayesian approach to graph regression problems requiring relevant subgraph selection which provides a posterior distribution on the target variable as opposed to a single estimate. The intractability issue arisen from the representation of the graphs as binary vectors of indicators of subgraphs is solved using a column generation approach, where the most violated constraints are found by weighted subgraph mining. The model is evaluated on several molecular graph datasets.
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PP0
A New Constraint for Mining Sets in Sequences

Discovering interesting patterns in event sequences is a popular task in the field of data mining. Most existing methods try to do this based on some measure of cohesion to determine an occurrence of a pattern, and a frequency threshold to determine if the pattern occurs often enough. We introduce a new constraint based on a new interestingness measure combining the cohesion and the frequency of a pattern.
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PP0
Non-Parametric Information-Theoretic Measures of One-Dimensional Distribution Functions from Continuous Time Series

We study non-parametric measures for the problem of comparing distributions, which arise in anomaly detection for continuous time series. Some of these measures are for PDFs and others are for CDFs. We show how to adapt PDF measures to compare CDFs—we compare 23 CDF measures. We provide a unified functional form for all measure. We determine the measure significance by simulations only. Finally, we evaluate them for the anomaly detection in continuous time series.
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PP0
Noise Robust Classification Based On Spread Spectrum

In this paper we develop a robust classification mechanism based on a connectionist model in order to classify objects from arbitrary feature spaces. Our main contribution is to adapt the spread spectrum method from signal transmission technology to the noise-robust classification of feature vectors using a recurrent neural network. We applied our technique to four publicly available classification benchmarks, providing higher classification accuracies (2% to 16% improvement) than support vector machines and meta-classification techniques.
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PP0
Finding Representative Association Rules from Large Rule Collections

One of the most well-studied problems in data mining is computing association rules from large transactional databases. Often, the rule collections extracted from existing data-mining methods can be far too large to be carefully examined and understood by the data analysts. In this paper, we address exactly this issue of overwhelmingly large rule collections by introducing and studying the following problem: Given a large collection \( R \) of association rules we want to pick a subset of them \( S \subseteq R \) that best represents the original collection \( R \) as well as the dataset from which \( R \) was extracted. We first quantify the notion of the goodness of a ruleset using two very simple and intuitive definitions. Based on these definitions we then formally define and study the corresponding optimization problems of picking the best ruleset \( S \subseteq R \). We propose algorithms for solving these problems and present experiments to show that our algorithms work well for real datasets and lead to large reduction in the size of the original rule collection.
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PP0
Discovery of Geospatial Discriminating Patterns from Remote Sensing Datasets

Large amounts of remotely sensed data calls for data mining techniques to fully utilize their rich information content. In this paper, a new value-iteration method is introduced to optimally split the spatial domain of the selected variable into two classes. This division is used to calculate the set of patterns that are emerging with respect to the two classes. A new method for a concise summarization is introduced to construct super patterns of controlling factors.
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PP0
Mining for Surprise Events Within Text Streams

Text streams are a fundamental source of information that can be used to detect and characterize strategic intent of individuals and organizations as well as detecting abrupt or surprising events. We describe our algorithm development and analysis methodology for mining the evolving content in text streams. Our approach focuses on the temporal characteristics in a text stream to identify relevant features, and on the analysis and algorithmic methodology to communicate these characteristics to a user.
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PP0
Topic Evolution in a Stream of Documents

Document collections evolve over time, new topics emerge and old ones decline. At the same time, the terminology evolves as well. We propose Topic Monitor for monitoring and understanding of topic and vocabulary evolution over an infinite document stream. We use PLSA for topic modeling and propose new folding-in techniques for topic adaptation under an evolving vocabulary. We extract a series of models, on which we detect topic threads as descriptions of topic evolution.
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PP0
Randomization Techniques for Graphs

Within the framework of statistical hypothesis testing, we focus on randomization techniques for unweighted undirected graphs. Given an input graph, our randomization method will sample data from the class of graphs that share certain structural properties with the input graph. We present three alternative algorithms based on local edge swapping and Metropolis sampling. We test our framework in graph clustering and frequent subgraph mining.
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PP0
MUSK: Uniform Sampling of $k$ Maximal Patterns

We propose MUSK, an algorithm to obtain representative frequent patterns by sampling uniformly from the pool of all maximal frequent patterns; uniformity is achieved by a variant of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm. MUSK simulates a random walk on the frequent pattern partial order graph with a prescribed transition probability matrix, whose values are computed locally during the simulation. In the stationary distribution of the random walk, all maximal frequent pattern nodes in the partial order graph are sampled uniformly. Experiments on various large datasets validate that MUSK is effective in obtaining representative frequent patterns when complete enumeration of all the frequent patterns are infeasible by traditional algorithms.
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PP0
Low-Entropy Set Selection

Most pattern discovery algorithms easily generate very large numbers of patterns, making the results impossible to understand and hard to use. In this paper we present a succinct way of representing data on the basis of itemsets that identify strong interactions. This new approach, LESS, provides a powerful and general MDL-based technique to data description. We consider the data symmetrically and describe all interactions between attributes, not just co-occurrences, in only a handful of sets.
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PP0
A Re-Evaluation of the Over-Searching Phenomenon in Inductive Rule Learning

We evaluate the spectrum of different search strategies to see whether separate-and-conquer rule learners are able to gain performance by using more powerful search strategies like beam or exhaustive search. Unlike previous results that demonstrated that rule learners suffer from over-searching, our work pays particular attention to the connection between the search heuristic and the search strategy, and we show that for some heuristics, complex search algorithms will consistently improve results without suffering from over-searching.
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PP0
Change-Point Detection in Time-Series Data by Direct Density-Ratio Estimation

Change-point detection is the problem of discovering time points at which properties of time-series data change. This covers a broad range of real-world problems and has been actively discussed in the community of statistics and data mining. In this paper, we present a novel non-parametric approach to detecting the change of probability distributions of sequence data. Our key idea is to estimate the ratio of probability densities, not the probability densities themselves. This formulation allows us to avoid non-parametric density estimation, which is known to be a difficult problem. We provide a change-point detection algorithm based on direct density-ratio estimation that can be computed very efficiently in an online manner. The usefulness of the proposed method is demonstrated through experiments using artificial and real datasets.
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PP0
PICC Counting: Who Needs Joins when you Can Propagate Efficiently?

Counting is a common task in many data mining applications. In situations where the attributes of interest span multiple tables in databases, computing instance counts can be expensive. In this paper, we propose PICC, a technique for discovering instance counts. We propose a propagation-based instance counting scheme which avoids joins to obtain a single table. We then present a method for summarizing a database into a concise synopsis and thus estimating the required counts efficiently.
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PP0
Spatially Cost-Sensitive Active Learning

In active learning, one attempts to maximize classifier performance for a given number of labeled training points by allowing the active learning algorithm to choose which points should be labeled. Typically, when the active learner requests labels for the selected points, it assumes that all points require the same amount of effort to label and that the cost of labeling a point is independent of other selected points. In spatially distributed data such as hyperspectral imagery for land-cover classification, the act of labeling a point (i.e., determining the land-type) may involve physically traveling to a location and determining ground truth. In this case, both assumptions about label acquisition costs made by traditional active learning are broken, since costs will depend on physical locations and accessibility of all the visited points. This paper formulates and analyzes the novel problem of performing active learning on spatial data where label acquisition costs are proportional to distance traveled.
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PP0
Highlighting Diverse Concepts in Documents

We show the underpinnings of a method for summarizing documents: it ingests a document and automatically highlights a small set of sentences that are expected to cover the different aspects of the document. The sentences are picked using simple coverage and orthogonality criteria. We describe a novel combinatorial formulation that captures exactly the document-summarization problem, and we develop simple and efficient algorithms for solving it. We compare our algorithms with many popular document-summarization techniques via a broad set of experiments on real data. The results demonstrate that our algorithms work well in practice and give high-quality summaries.
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PP0
Fedra: A Fast and Efficient Dimensionality Reduction Algorithm

Motivated by the problems occurring while mining data in high dimensional spaces we propose FEDRA, a fast and efficient dimensionality reduction algorithm that uses a set of landmark points to project data to a lower dimensional Euclidean space. FEDRA is faster and requires less memory than other comparable algorithms, without compromising the projection’s quality. We theoretically assess the quality of the resulting projection and provide a bound for the error induced in pairwise distances.
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PP0
Mining Cohesive Patterns from Graphs with Feature Vectors

In this paper, we introduce the novel problem of mining cohesive patterns from graphs with feature vectors. A cohesive pattern is a dense and connected subgraph that has homogeneous values in a large enough feature subspace. We present the algorithm CoPaM which exploits various pruning strategies. Our theoretical analysis proves the correctness of CoPaM, and our experimental evaluation demonstrates its efficiency and effectiveness in driving applications such as social network analysis and molecular biology.
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PP0
Exact Discovery of Time Series Motifs

Time series motifs are sets of very similar individual time series or subsequences of a long time series. Because of the quadratic search space, only approximate motifs have been found in the past. We designed a tractable algorithm (MK) to find exact motifs for the first time. Empirically, MK is way faster than brute-force search and applicable as a subroutine in high level data mining tasks like anytime
classification, near-duplicate detection and summarization.
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PP0
Providing Privacy Through Plausibly Deniable Search

Query-based web search is an integral part of many people’s daily activities. Most do not realize that their search history can be used to identify them (and their interests). In July 2006, AOL released an anonymized search query log of some 600K randomly selected users. While valuable as a research tool, the anonymization was insufficient: individuals were identified from the contents of the queries alone. Government requests for such logs increases the concern.

To address this problem, we propose a client-centered approach of plausibly deniable search. Each user query is substituted with a standard, closely-related query intended to fetch the desired results. In addition, a set of k-1 cover queries are issued; these have characteristics similar to the standard query but on unrelated topics. The system ensures that any of these k queries will produce the same set of k queries, giving k possible topics the user could have been searching for. We use a Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) based approach to generate queries, and evaluate on the DMOZ webpage collection to show effectiveness of the proposed approach.
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PP0
The Set Classification Problem and Solution Methods

This paper focuses on developing classification algorithms for problems in which there is a need to predict the class based on multiple observations (examples) of the same phenomenon (class). These problems give rise to a new classification problem, referred to as set classification, that requires the prediction of a set of instances given the prior knowledge that all the instances of the set belong to the same unknown class. This problem falls under the general class of problems whose instances have class label dependencies. Four methods for solving the set classification problem are developed and studied. The first is based on a straightforward extension of the traditional classification paradigm whereas the other three are designed to explicitly take into account the known dependencies among the instances of the unlabeled set during learning or classification. A comprehensive experimental evaluation of the various methods and their underlying parameters shows that some of them lead to significant gains in performance.
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PP0
Text Categorization with All Substring Features

This paper presents a novel document classification method using all substrings as features. Learning by using all substrings has a prohibitive computational cost because the number of candidate substrings can be very large. We show that the idea of equivalent classes of substrings can help determine all effective substrings exhaustively in linear time. In experiments, we show that our method can extract effective substrings efficiently, and achieved more accurate results than the results using previous methods.
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PP0
Exploiting Semantic Constraints for Estimating Supersenses with Crfs

The annotation of words by ontology concepts is extremely helpful for semantic interpretation. We employ conditional random fields to predict the coarse meanings (supersenses) of words. As the annotation of training data is costly we modify the CRF algorithm to process a set of possible labels for each training instance (lumped labels). Using only unlabelled data for training it turns out that the resulting F-value is only slightly lower than for the fully labelled data.
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PP0
Analyses for Service Interaction Networks with Applications to Service Delivery

In this work we focus on learning individual and team behavior of different people or agents of a service organization by studying the patterns and outcomes of historical interactions. We develop the notion of service interaction networks which is an abstraction of the historical data and allows one to cast practical problems in a formal setting. Towards this goal we develop new algorithms based on eigen value methods and an iterative approach.
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S. KAMESHWARAN, VISWANADHAM N.
Measuring Discrimination in Socially-Sensitive Decision Records

We tackle the problem of determining, given a dataset of historical decision records, a precise measure of the degree of discrimination suffered by a given group of people. This problem is rephrased in a classification rule setting by introducing a collection of quantitative measures of discrimination. Based on these measures, we are able to unveil discriminatory decision patterns hidden in the historical data or in classifiers that learn over training data biased by discriminatory decisions.
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Aligned Graph Classification with Regularized Logistic Regression

We consider a classification problem in which there is a fixed and known binary relation defined on the features of a set of multivariate random variables, which we call an aligned graph classification problem. We aim to improve classification performance over conventional learning by incorporating feature relation information in the learning process through extending logistic regression to include the normalized Laplacian of the graph. We validate our method using simulated and real data sets.
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Feature Weighted SVMs Using Receiver Operating Characteristics

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are a leading tool in classification and pattern recognition and the kernel function is one of its most important components. This function is used to map the input space into a high dimensional feature space. However, it can perform rather poorly when there are too many dimensions (e.g. for gene expression data) or when there is a lot of noise. In this paper, we investigate the suitability of using a new feature weighting scheme for SVM kernel functions, based on receiver operating characteristics (ROC). This strategy is clean, simple and surprisingly effective. We experimentally demonstrate that it can significantly and substantially boost classification performance, across a range of datasets.
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Identifying Information-Rich Subspace Trends in High-Dimensional Data

Identifying information-rich subsets in high-dimensional spaces and representing them as order revealing patterns is an important research problem in many science and engineering applications. In this paper, we seek an information-revealing representation of the data subsets and formalize the problem of identifying subspace trends focusing on information-rich subsets and develop a new algorithm to extract such subspace trends. We demonstrate our results on both synthetic and real-world datasets and show the advantages of the proposed methodology.
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On Maximum Coverage in the Streaming Model and Application To

The set-streaming model is the generalization of graph-streaming model to hyper-graphs. We consider the problem of maximum coverage, in which k sets have to be selected that maximize the total weight of the covered elements in this model and show that our algorithm achieves an approximation factor of 1 / 4 . Using this algorithm, we provide efficient online solution to a multi-topic blog-watch application, an extension of blog-alert, for handling simultaneous multiple-topic requests.
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Multi-Field Correlated Topic Modeling

Popular methods for probabilistic topic modeling like Correlated Topic Models (CTM) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) share an important property, i.e. using a common set of topics to model all the data. This can be too restrictive for modeling complex data entries consisting of multiple heterogeneous fields. We propose a new extension of the CTM method to enable modeling with multi-field topics in a global graphical structure.
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PP0
FutureRank: Ranking Scientific Articles by Predicting Their Future PageRank

The dynamic nature of citation networks makes the task of ranking scientific articles hard. We argue that what is most useful is the expected future references. We define a new measure, FutureRank, which is the expected future PageRank score based on citations that will be obtained in the future. In addition to making use of the citation network, FutureRank uses the authorship network and the publication time of the article in order to predict future citations.
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PP0
Diversity-Based Weighting Schemes for Clustering Ensembles

We propose general weighting schemes for clustering ensembles. These schemes are independent of the particular method of clustering ensembles and consider the individual clustering solutions in different ways, based on different implementations of the notion of diversity. We show how the proposed schemes can be instantiated into any instance-based, cluster-based and hybrid clustering ensembles methods. Experiments have shown that the performance of clustering ensembles algorithms increases when the proposed weighting schemes are employed.
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PP0
Detection and Characterization of Anomalies in Multivariate Time Series

This talk presents a robust algorithm for detecting anomalies in noisy multivariate time series data by employing a kernel matrix alignment method to capture the dependence relationships among variables in the time series. We show that the algorithm is flexible enough to handle different types of time series anomalies including subsequence-based and local anomalies. A case study is also presented to illustrate the ability of the algorithm to detect ecosystem disturbances in Earth science data.
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PP0
Tracking User Mobility to Detect Suspicious Behavior

Popularity of mobile devices is accompanied by widespread security problems, such as MAC address spoofing in wireless networks. We propose a probabilistic approach to temporal anomaly detection using smoothing technique for sparse data. Our technique builds up on the Markov chain, and clustering is presented for reduced storage requirements. Wireless networks suffer from oscillations between locations, which result in weaker statistical models. Our technique identifies such oscillations, resulting in higher accuracy. Experimental results on publicly available wireless network data sets indicate that our technique is more effective than Markov chain to detect anomalies for location, time, or both.
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PP0
ShatterPlots: Fast Tools for Mining Large Graphs

Graphs appear in several settings, like social networks,
recommendation systems, among others. The main contribution of this paper is ShatterPlots, a simple, scalable (O(E)) and powerful algorithm to extract patterns from real graphs that help us spot synthetic graphs. The highlight patterns are: “30-per-cent”, at the Shattering point all real and synthetic graphs have about 30% more nodes than edges; “NodeShatteringRatio”, which can almost perfectly separate the real graphs from the synthetic.
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PP0  
Non-Negative Matrix Factorization, Convexity and Isometry

In this paper we explore avenues for improving the reliability of dimensionality reduction methods such as Non-Negative Matrix Factorization as interpretive exploratory data analysis tools. We first show for the first time that non-trivial NMF solutions always exist and that the optimization problem is actually convex, by using the theory of Completely Positive Factorization. We subsequently explore four novel approaches to finding globally-optimal NMF solutions using various ideas from convex optimization. We then develop a new method, isometric NMF (isoNMF), which preserves non-negativity while also providing an isometric embedding, simultaneously achieving two properties which are helpful for interpretation.
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PP0  
An Entity Based Model for Coreference Resolution

Recently, many advanced machine learning approaches have been proposed for coreference resolution; however, all of the discriminatively-trained models reason over mentions, rather than entities. That is, they do not explicitly contain variables indicating the “canonical” values for each attribute of an entity (e.g., name, venue, title, etc.). This canonicalization step is typically implemented as a post-processing routine to coreference resolution prior to adding the extracted entity to a database. In this paper, we propose a discriminatively-trained model that jointly performs coreference resolution and canonicalization, enabling features over hypothesized entities. We validate our approach on two different coreference problems: newswire anaphora resolution and research paper citation matching, demonstrating improvements in both tasks and achieving an error reduction of up to 62% when compared to a method that reasons about mentions only.
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PP0  
Semi-Supervised Learning by Sparse Representation

The L1 graph proposed in this work is motivated by that each datum can be reconstructed by the sparse linear superposition of the training data. The sparse reconstruction coefficients, used to deduce the weights of the directed L1 graph, are derived by solving an L1 optimization problem on sparse representation. Then we propose a semi-supervised learning framework based on L1 graph to utilize both labeled and unlabeled data for inference on a graph.
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PP0  
On Randomness Measures for Social Networks

In this paper, we theoretically analyze graph randomness and present a framework which provides a series of non-randomness measures at levels of edge, node, and the overall graph. We show that graph non-randomness can be obtained mathematically from the spectra of the adjacency
matrix of the network.
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**PP0**

**Parallel Pairwise Clustering**

We propose a simple strategy for pairwise clustering of massive data by randomly splitting their affinity matrix into small manageable affinity matrices that are clustered independently, for example using a parallel platform. We demonstrate that this approach yields high quality clustering for various real world problems, even though at each iteration only small fractions of the original data are examined and at no point is the entire affinity matrix stored in memory or even computed.
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**PP0**

**Speeding Up Secure Computations via Embedded Caching**

High computation overheads of many cryptography-based Privacy Preserving Data Mining algorithms have rendered them less practical. In this paper, we address the efficiency issue of these algorithms by proposing a caching approach/concept. After carefully examining micro-steps of several secure computations blocks, we identify iterative portions and reduce their overall computational cost by caching intermediate results/data. We show empirically that the overall system efficiency would be greatly improved without affecting result quality or compromising data privacy.
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**PP0**

**Multiple Kernel Clustering**

Maximum margin clustering (MMC) has recently attracted considerable interests in both the data mining and machine learning communities. As in other kernel methods, choosing a suitable kernel function is imperative to the success of maximum margin clustering. In this paper, we propose a multiple kernel clustering (MKC) algorithm that simultaneously finds the maximum margin hyperplane, the best cluster labeling, and the optimal kernel. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the MKC algorithm.
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